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In this paper as the main result, we show that if G is a finite group such that the prime graph of G is 
equal to the prime graph of )9(nB where 8≥n , then G has a unique nonabelian composition factor 

which is isomorphic to )9(nB  or )9(nC . 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

If n  is an integer, then we denote by )(nπ the set of all prime divisors of n . If G is a finite group, then 
|)(| Gπ  is denoted by )(Gπ . We construct the prime graph of G , which is denoted by )(GΓ , as follows: 

the vertex set is )(Gπ and two distinct primes p and 'p are joined by an edge if and only if G has an 
element of order 'pp . Let )(Gs  be the number of connected components of )(GΓ  and let 

),(1 Gπ )(2 Gπ ,…, )(Gsπ  be the connected components of )(GΓ . Sometimes we use the notation iπ  
instead of )(Giπ . If )(2 Gπ∈  we always suppose )(2 1 Gπ∈ . Let m  and n  be natural numbers. We write 
m ~ n  if and only if for every prime divisors )(mr π∈  and )(ns π∈ , r  is adjacent to s  in )(GΓ . The 
spectrum of a finite group G , which is denoted by )(Geπ , is the set of its element orders. A subset X of 
the vertices of a graph is called an independent set if the induced subgraph on X has no edge. Let G be a 
finite group and )(Gr π∈ . We denote by )(Gρ , some independent set of vertices in )(GΓ  with the 
maximal number of elements. Also some independent set of vertices in )(GΓ  containing r  with the 
maximal number of elements is denoted by ),( Grρ . Let |)(|)( GGt ρ=  and |),(|),( GrGrt ρ= . 

A finite nonabelian simple group P  is called quasirecognizable by prime graph (resp. by spectrum), if 
every finite group G  with )()( PG Γ=Γ  (resp. )(Geπ = )(Peπ ) has a unique composition factor 
isomorphic to P . We denote by ))(( Gk Γ  (resp. ))(( Gh eπ ) the number of isomorphism classes of finite 
groups H  satisfying )()( HG Γ=Γ  (resp. )(Geπ = )(Heπ ). Given a natural number r , a finite group G  
is called r -recognizable by prime graph (resp. by spectrum) if rGk =Γ ))((  (resp. rGh e =))((π ) and  
unrecognizable if ))(( Gk Γ  (resp. ))(( Gh eπ ) is infinite. Usually a 1-recognizable group by prime graph 
(resp. by spectrum) is called a recognizable group by prime graph (resp. by spectrum). 

In [1, 8], it is proved that if p and 1>k  are odd and kpq =  is a prime power, then ),2( qPGL  is 
recognizable by prime graph. In [9, 10, 13, 14] finite groups with the same prime graph as )2(nL  and 

)2(nU  are obtained.  In [3], it is proved that if G  is a finite group such that ))5(()( nBG Γ=Γ  where 
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6≥n , then G  has a unique nonabelian composition factor isomorphic to )5(nB  or )5(nC , see also [2, 11, 
12, 15] and the references of [3]. 

Shi and Tang proved that 2)))3((( 3 =Bh eπ  in [22]. Lipschutz and Shi proved that the group )3(2B  is 
unrecognizable by spectrum in [16]. Shi et al. in [21], proved that if 3>p  is an odd prime and G  is a finite 
group such that ))3(()( pee BG ππ = , then )3(pBG ≅ . Then the authors in [19], proved that if G  is a finite 

group such that ))3(()( pBG Γ=Γ , where 3>p  is an odd prime, then )3(pBG ≅  or )3(pC . Also the 

authors in [20], proved that if G  is a finite group such that ))3(()( nBG Γ=Γ , where 6≥n , then G  has a 

unique nonabelian composition factor isomorphic to )3(nB  or )3(nC . In this paper, we prove that if G  is a 

finite group such that ))9(()( nBG Γ=Γ , where 8≥n , then G  has a unique nonabelian composition factor 

isomorphic to )9(nB  or )9(nC . For the proof of the main theorem, we use the classification of finite simple 
groups. Throughout this paper, all groups are finite and by simple groups we mean nonabelian simple 
groups. All further unexplained notations are standard and refer to [4]. 

2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

LEMMA 2.1 ([24, Theorem 1]). Let G  be a finite group with 3)( ≥Gt  and 2),2( ≥Gt . Then the 
following hold: 

(1) There exists a finite nonabelian simple group S  such that )(/ SAutKGGS ≤=≤  for a maximal 
normal solvable subgroup K  of G . 

(2) For every independent subset ρ of )(Gπ  with 3|| ≥ρ  at most one prime in ρ  divides the product 
|/||| SGK ⋅ . In particular, 1)()( −≥ GtSt . 

(3) One of the following holds: 
(a) Every prime )(Gr π∈  nonadjacent to 2  in )(GΓ  does not divide the product |/||| SGK ⋅ ; in 

particular, ),2(),2( GtSt ≥ . 
(b) There exists a prime )(Gr π∈  nonadjacent to 2  in )(GΓ ; in which case 3)( =Gt , 2),2( =Gt , 

and 7AltS ≅  or )(1 qA  for some odd q . 
Remark 2.2. In Lemma 2.1, for every odd prime )(Sp π∈ , we have 1),(),( −≥ GptSpt . 
LEMMA 2.3 (Zsigmondy's Theorem [27]). Let p be a prime and let n be a positive integer. Then one 

of the following holds: 
(i) There is a primitive prime 'p  for 1−np , that is, )1(|' −npp  but 'p  does not divide 1−mp , for 

every nm <≤1 , 
(ii) 2=p , 1=n  or 6 , 
(iii) p  is a Mersenne prime and 2=n . 
LEMMA 2.4 ([6, Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8]).  
(1) If )(1 qAG n−= , then G  contains a Frobenius subgroup with kernel of order 1−nq  and cyclic 

complement of order )1,/()1( 1 −−− qnqn . 
(2) If )(qCG n= , then G  contains a Frobenius subgroup with kernel of order nq  and cyclic 

complement of order )1,2/()1( −− qqn . 
(3) If )(2 qDG n= , and there exists a primitive prime divisor  of 122 −−nq , then G  contains a 

Frobenius subgroup with kernel of order 22 −nq  and cyclic complement of order r . 
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(4) If )(qBG n=  or )(qDn , and there exists a primitive prime divisor mr  of 1−mq , where nm =  

or 1−n  such that m  is odd, then G  contains a Frobenius subgroup with kernel of order 2/)1( −mmq  and 
cyclic complement of order mr . 

LEMMA 2.5 ([18, Lemma 1]). Let N  be a normal subgroup of G . Assume that NG /   is a Frobenius 
group with Frobenius kernel F  and cyclic Frobenius complement C . If 1|)||,(| =FN , and F  is not 
contained in NNNCG /)( , then )(|| GCp eπ∈ , where p  is a prime factor of || N . 

Remark 2.6 ([7]). If q  is a natural number, r  is an odd prime and 1),( =rq , then by ),( qre  we 
denote the smallest natural number m  such that 1≡mq  (mod r ). Given an odd q , put 1),2( =qe  if 1≡q  
(mod 4 ) and put 2),2( =qe  if  1−≡q  (mod 4 ). Using Fermat's little theorem we can see that if r  is an 
odd prime such that )1(| −nqr , then nqre |),( . 

Let m  be a positive integer and p  be a prime number. Then pm  denotes the p -part of m . In other 

words, k
p pm =  if mpk |  but 1+kp  does not divide m . 

LEMMA 2.7 [26, Proposition 2.4]. Let G  be one of simple groups of Lie type, )(qBn  or )(qCn , over 
a field of characteristic p . Define 
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Let r  and s  be odd primes with }{\)(, pGsr π∈ . Put ),( qrek = , ),( qsel =  and suppose that 
)()(1 lk ηη ≤≤ . Then r  and s  are nonadjacent if and only if nlk >+ )()( ηη  and kl /  is not an odd 

natural number. 

3. MAIN RESULTS 

Remark 3.1. By [4, 25], we know that ∏=
−=

n
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 and ]4/)53[())(( += nqBt n . 

Throughout this paper, we denote by ir , a primitive prime divisor of 19 −i . We note that every primitive 

prime divisor of 13 −iα  is a primitive prime divisor of 1)3( −iα , but the converse does not hold. Also 
},2{))9(,2( 2nn rB =ρ , where n  is an arbitrary natural number. Also throughout the paper, we suppose that 

p  and 'p  are odd prime numbers. 
THEOREM 3.2. If G  is a finite group such that ))9(()( nBG Γ=Γ , where 8≥n , then G  has a 

unique nonabelian composition factor isomorphic to )9(nB  or )9(nC . 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and Remark 3.1, there exists a finite nonabelian simple group S  such that 

)(/ SAutKGGS ≤=≤  for the maximal normal solvable subgroup K  of G . Moreover, 1)()( −≥ GtSt . 
According to the tables in [25, 26], we consider each possibility for S . If S  is a simple group of Lie type 
over )(qGF , where αpq = , then we denote by iu , a primitive prime divisor of 1−iq . 

Step 1. We show that S  is not isomorphic to an alternating group. 
Let mAS ≅ . Since 8≥n , so 7)( ≥Gt . By Remark 3.1 and Lemma 2.1, 61)()( ≥−≥ GtSt . 

Therefore 43≥m . Let )(St π∈ . By [25, Proposition 1.1], t  is not adjacent to 19  if and only if mt >+19 . 
Therefore ],18[ mmt −∈ . There are at least 12  elements in ]1,18[ −− mm  which are divisible by 2 or 3 , 
since 12]6/18[]3/18[]2/18[ =−+ . Therefore there are at most 7  prime numbers in ],18[ mm − . So 

8),19( ≤St . On the other hand, 9)9,19( =e . If 2/)1()9(9 +<= nη , then by [20, Theorem 3.3], 
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13),19( ≥Gt . So by Remark 2.2, 8),19(1),19(12 ≤≤−≤ StGt , which is a contradiction. Therefore 
2/)1()9(9 +≥= nη  and by [20, Theorem 3.3], ]4/)53[(),19( += nGt . Then 8),19(1),19( ≤≤− StGt  

implies that }11,10,9,8{∈n . For convenience, we give the details only for 8=n . Suppose that 8=n . By 
Lemma 2.1, )(21523361162 Srr n π∈==  and ],3[16 mmr −∈ , since ),2(2 Sr n ρ∈ . Therefore 

2152336421523361 ≤≤ m . Hence ))9((\)(21523361 8BS ππ∈ , which is a contradiction. Similarly 
11,10,9=n  are impossible. 

Step 2. The simple group S  is not isomorphic to any simple exceptional group of Lie type. 
Let S  be a simple exceptional group of Lie type. Since 1)()( −≥ GtSt  and 8≥n , so 6)( ≥St . 

Therefore )(7 qES ≅  or )(8 qE . Let )(7 qES ≅ , where αpq =  and )(Gp π∈ . Since 8)( =St  and 

1)()( −≥ GtSt , so  }11,10,9,8{∈n . We note that )1( 18 −qq | |)(| 7 qE , so ))((19 7 qEπ∈ . Therefore 
}11,10,9{∈n . Since the proofs are similar, so we consider the proof only for 9=n . 

First suppose that 3≠p . We know that )1( 14 −p | || S . Since ))9(( 9Bp π∈  and for each  

}3{\))9(( 9Bp π∈ , 114 −p  has a prime divisor which is not in ))9(( 9Bπ , we get a contradiction. 

Thus 3=p . Since },2{))9(,2( 189 rB =ρ , so by Lemma 2.1, )(18 Sr π∈  and 18r  is not adjacent to 2 . 

So },,,{ 18149718 uuuur ∈ , by Table 7 in [25]. 

Let 718 ur = . As we mentioned in Remark 3.1, every primitive prime divisor of 136 −q  is a primitive 

prime divisor of 1918 − . Therefore α7|36  and since )(Sπ  is a subset of ))9(( 9Bπ , it follows that 

367 ≤α , by Lemma 2.3, which implies that 367 =α  and this is a contradiction. When 1418 ur = , we get a 
contradiction similarly. 

If 918 ur = , then 369 =α  and 4=α . Hence )81(7ES ≅  and if t  is a primitive prime divisor of 

1936 − , then ))9((\)( 9BSt ππ∈ , which is a contradiction. 

If 1818 ur = , then  3618 =α  and 2=α . Therefore )9(7ES ≅  and ))9((\))9(( 7916 EBr ππ∈ . Since 

}2{))(( =SOutπ , so )(16 Kr π∈ . We know that )(4 Sr π∈  and 4r   is not adjacent to 16r  in ))9(( 9BΓ  by 

Lemma 2.7. By [23], we have )9()9()9( 774 EAC ≤≤ . Thus by Lemma 2.4, )9(7E  contains a Frobenius 

subgroup with kernel of order 49  and cyclic complement of order 2/)19( 4 − . Therefore by [20, Lemma 
3.1], 4r ~ 16r  in )(GΓ , which is a contradiction. 

For )(8 qES ≅ , we give the result similarly. 
Step 3. The simple group S  is not isomorphic to a simple classical group over a field of characteristic 

3≠p . 

Case 1. The simple group S  is not isomorphic to )(1 qAm−
ε , )(qBm , )(qCm  and )(qDm , where 

αpq = . 
Let },,,,{ 2)4(2)3(2)2(2)1(2 nnnnn rrrrrA −−−−= . Since 8≥n , so by [25], A  is an independent set in )(GΓ . 

Therefore by Lemma 2.1, 4|)(| ≥∩ SA π . We note that 3),( ≤Spt , for each simple classical group 

)(2 qDS m≠  and so p  does not belong to A . Therefore p  is adjacent to at least two elements of  A   in 
)(GΓ . We prove that in each case, }193,73,41,17,13,7,5,2{∈p . For instance, let p  be adjacent to 

)1(2 −nr  and  )3(2 −nr . Let )9,( pel = . So by Lemma 2.7, we have nnl ≤−+ )1()(η  or ln /)1(2 −  is an odd 

natural number. Similarly  nnl ≤−+ )3()(η  or ln /)3(2 −   is an odd number. Therefore 3)( ≤lη . 
Similarly in each case we conclude that  4)( ≤lη  and so }193,73,41,17,13,7,5,2{∈p . 
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For convenience we give the details of the proof for )(1 qAS m−≅ε  in the sequel. Other cases are proved 
similarly. 

Let )(1 qAS m−≅ε , where αpq = . 
Since 8≥n , so 7)( ≥Gt . Therefore by 1)()( −≥ GtSt , we have 11≥m . Since 11≥m , so 

)1( 10 −q | || S . 
Let 2=p . We note that 5)2,31( =e  and so )(31 Sπ∈ . Therefore  )(31 Gπ∈  and since 

15)9,31( =e , it follows that 15≥n . If 2/)1(15)15( +≥= nη , i.e. 29≤n , then by [20, Theorem 3.3] and 
Remark 2.2, 10)5(),31(1]4/)53[(1),31( =≤≤−+=− υStnGt , which implies that 14≤n . But this is a 
contradiction, since 15≥n . Therefore 2/)1()15( +< nη , i.e. 29>n . Similarly to above, 

10)5(),31(1),31(2/)1153(22 =≤≤−≤−⋅= υStGt   by [20, Theorem 3.3], which is a contradiction. 
Let 5=p . Since  10)5,521( =e , so )(521 Sπ∈ . Also  260)9,521( =e , so 130≥n . If  

2/)1(130)260( +≥= nη , i.e. 259≤n , then by [20, Theorem 3.3], 
10),521(1]4/)53[(1),521( ≤≤−+=− StnGt , which is a contradiction, since 130≥n . Therefore 

2/)1(130 +< n , i.e. 259>n  and by [20, Theorem 3.3], 

10),521(1),521(12/260]4/260[ ≤≤−≤−+ StGt , 

which is a contradiction. 
Let 7=p . Since 5)7,2801( =e , so )(2801 Sπ∈ . On the other hand 1400)9,2801( =e , which 

implies that 700≥n . If 1399≤n , then ]4/)53[(),2801( += nGt , by [20, Theorem 3.3] and in a similar 
way we get that 14≤n , which is a contradiction. Therefore 1399>n . By [20, Theorem 3.3], 

10),2801(1),2801(104912/1400]4/1400[ ≤≤−≤=−+ StGt , 

which is a contradiction. 
For 193,73,41,17,13=p , we get a contradiction similarly by [20, Theorem 3.3]. 
Case 2. Let )(2 qDS m≅ , where αpq = . 

 Let 10≥n . So by 1)()( −≥ GtSt , we have 71]4/)53[(]4/)43[( ≥−+≥+ nm . Therefore 8≥m . 
Let }50|{' )(2 ≤≤= − irA in . By [25, Table 8], 'A  is an independent set in )(GΓ . So by Lemma 2.1, 

5|)('| ≥∩ SA π . Since 4),( ≤Spt , so p  does not belong to 'A . Therefore p  is adjacent to at least two 
elements of 'A  in )(SΓ . Therefore p  is adjacent to them in )(GΓ . Similarly to Case 1 and by [26, 
Proposition 2.5], we get that  }1181,193,73,41,17,13,7,5,2{∈p . If 1181≠p , then exactly similarly 
to Case 1, we get a contradiction, since )1( 10 −p | || S . Let 1181=p . We have 5)1181,140761( =e , so 

)(140761 Sπ∈ . Since 11730)9,140761( =e , so 5865≥n . If 11729≤n , then 
]4/)53[(),140761( += nGt , by [20, Theorem 3.3]. Now 

10),140761(1]4/)53[(1),140761( ≤≤−+=− StnGt , which implies that 14≤n , and this is a 
contradiction. Thus 11729>n . Similarly to above, 

10),140761(1),140761(879612/11730]4/11730[ ≤≤−≤=−+ StGt , 

which is a contradiction. 
Let }9,8{∈n . 
If 9=n , then 8)( =Gt  and so 8≥m . So )1( 14 −p | || S . On the other hand, )(Gp π∈ . But for 

every ))9(( 9Bp π∈ , 114 −p  has a prime divisor which is not in ))9(( 9Bπ , and this is a contradiction. 
For 8=n , we get a contradiction similarly. 

 Step 4. The simple group S  is not isomorphic to a sporadic group. 
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Let S  be a sporadic group. Hence by [25], 11)( ≤St  and since 1)()( −≥ GtSt , so 15≤n . We note that 
},2{),2( 2nrG =ρ  and by Lemma 2.1, we must have ),2( Gρ  is a subset of )(Sπ . But in each case we see 

that nr2   does not belong to )(Sπ , which is a contradiction. For instance, 2152336116 =r  does not belong 
to )(Sπ , where 8=n . 
 Step 5. Therefore S  is a simple classical group of Lie type over )3( αGF . Now we prove that the 

simple group S  is isomorphic to )9(nB  or )9(nC . 

Case 1. Let )3(1
α

−≅ mAS . Since 1)()( −≥ GtSt , so ]2/)1[(1]4/)53[( +≤−+ mn , which implies 

that mn < . Also since 8≥n , so 11≥m . 
By Remark 3.1 and Lemma 2.1, },2{),2( 2nrG =ρ  is a subset of )(Sπ  and nr2   is not adjacent to 2 . 

By [25, Table 6], mn ur =2  or 1−mu . 

If mn ur =2 , then mn α|4 . Also Remark 3.1 and Lemma 2.3 implies that nm 4≤α . So  nm 4=α . 

Since nm > , thus 4<α . If }2,1{∈α , then )(\)(12 GSr n ππ∈− , which is a contradiction. Therefore 

3=α , i.e. nm 43 =  and so n|3 . On the other hand, 1)()( −≥ GtSt  and so ]2/)1[(1]4/)53[( +≤−+ mn , 
which implies that 6/)34(24/)53( +<−+ nn , and so 15<n . Therefore, since n|3  and 8≥n , 

)}16,12(),12,9{(),( ∈mn . But according to the inequality ]2/)1[(1]4/)53[( +≤−+ mn , this is a 
contradiction. 
   If 12 −= mn ur , then we get a contradiction similarly. 

Case 2. Let )3(1
2 α

−≅ mAS . Since 1)()( −≥ GtSt  and 8≥n , so mn <  and 11≥m . Similarly to Case 

1, by [25, Table 6], mn ur 22 =  if m  is odd and },,{ 222/2 −∈ mmmn uuur  if m  is even. 

Let 2/2 mn ur = . So 2/|4 mn α . Since m  is even, so )13( −mα | || S . Therefore nm 4≤α  and we 

conclude that nmn 22/4 ≤≤α , which is a contradiction. 
Let mn ur =2 . Thus nm 4=α . If 4≥α , then mnm 44 ≥=α  and since mn < , so nn 44 > , which is 

a contradiction. Therefore }3,2,1{∈α . If 1=α , then )(\)(12 GSr n ππ∈−  and if 2=α , then 

)(\)(24 GSr n ππ∈− , which is a contradiction in both cases. Hence 3=α  and so n|3 . Since 

]2/)1[(1]4/)53[( +≤−+ mn , similarly to above we have 15<n . Therefore )12,9(),( =mn  or )16,12( , 
since n|3 . Now we get a contradiction by ]2/)1[(1]4/)53[( +≤−+ mn . 

If 222 −= mn ur  or mu2 , then we get the result similarly. 

If )3( α
mDS ≅  or )3(2 α

mDS≅ , then we get a contradiction similarly. 

Case 4. Let )3( α
mBS ≅ . Since 1)()( −≥ GtSt , so 733 +< mn , which implies that mn <−3 . By 

[25, Table 6] and Lemma 2.1, mn ur =2  or mu2 , since },2{),2( 2nrG =ρ . 

Let mn ur =2 , where m  is odd. So nm 4=α  and α|4 . If 8≥α , then 24884 −>≥= nmnmα , 

since mn <−3 . Therefore 6<n , which is a contradiction. Thus 4=α  and )81(nBS ≅ . But 

)(\)(4 GSr n ππ∈ , which is a contradiction. 

Let mn ur 22 = . Similarly we get that 2=α  and so nm = . Consequently )9(nBS ≅ . 

If )3( α
mCS ≅ , then we get that )9(nCS ≅ , similarly. Consequently )9(nBS ≅ or )9(nCS ≅ .                                 

THEOREM 3.3. Let G  be a finite group such that ))9(()( nBG Γ=Γ , where 8≥n . Then: 
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(i) If n  is odd, then )9(/ nBKG ≅  or 2)9( ⋅nB , the extension of )9(nB  by the field automorphism, 
where K  is a 2 -group or )9(/ nCKG ≅  or 2)9( ⋅nC , the extension of )9(nC  by the field automorphism, 
where K  is an elementary abelian lr -group such that nl | . 

(ii) If n  is even, then )9(/ nBKG ≅  or 2)9( ⋅nB , the extension of  )9(nB  by the field automorphism, 
where K  is a }5,2{ -group or )9(/ nCKG ≅  or 2)9( ⋅nC , the extension of )9(nC  by the field 
automorphism, where K  is an elementary abelian lr -group such that 2/)( nl ≤η  or ln /  is odd. 
       Proof. We see that by Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.2, there exists a nonabelian simple group S  such that, 

)(/ SAutKGS ≤≤ , and K  is the maximal normal solvable subgroup of G . Also )9(nBS ≅ or )9(nC . 
Since 4|)(| =SOut , it follows that SKG =/ , 2/ ⋅= SKG , the extension of S  by the diagonal 
automorphism of S , 2/ ⋅= SKG , the extension of S  by the field automorphism of S , 2/ ⋅= SKG , the 
extension of S  by the field-diagonal automorphism of S  or )(/ SAutKG = . We know that if S  is a 

simple group of Lie type and dSS ⋅=ˆ , where d  is the diagonal automorphism of S , then Ŝ  is a group of 
Lie type in which the maximal tori T̂  have order dT || , where STT ∩= ˆ  by [17]. If 2/ ⋅= SKG , the 
extension of S  by the diagonal automorphism of S or by the field-diagonal automorphism of  S , or 

)(/ SAutKG = , then 2 ~ nr2  in )/( KGΓ , which is a contradiction, since 2  is not adjacent to nr2  in 
)(GΓ . Therefore SKG =/  or 2/ ⋅= SKG , the extension of S  by the field automorphism of S . Let there 

exists p  such that |p || K . We can assume that K  is an elementary abelian p -group by [13]. Since 
≤)3(nB )9(nB  and by [5], )3(nB  and )3(nC acts unisingularly, hence 3≠p . 

Let )9(nBS ≅ . 
 Let n  be odd and lpe =)9,( . Now by Lemma 2.4, KG /  contains a Frobenius subgroup with kernel 

of order 2/)1(9 −nn  and cyclic complement of order nr . Since 3≠p , so if p  is not adjacent to nr  in )(GΓ , 

then similarly to the above, we get a contradiction. Therefore p ~ nr  and by Lemma 2.7, ln /  is odd. Thus l  

is odd and so p  is not adjacent to nr2 . By [23], ≤)9(2
nD )9(nB  and so by Lemma 2.4, KG /  contains a 

Frobenius subgroup of the form 22
22 :9 −

−
n

n r . Since p  is not adjacent to nr2 , so similarly to the previous, 
p ~ 22 −nr . Therefore by Lemma 2.7, 1)( =lη , since l  is odd. So 1=l  and 2=p . Therefore K  is a  
2 -group. 

          Let n  be even. Similarly to above, KG /  contains a Frobenius subgroup of the form 

1
2/)2)(1( :9 −

−−
n

nn r . We claim that p  is not adjacent to nr2   or p  is not adjacent to 22 −nr  . If p ~ nr2   and 
p ~ 22 −nr , then similarly to above 2=l  and so 5=p , which is a contradiction, since 5  is not adjacent to 

nr2  in )(GΓ . Hence similarly to the above, p ~ 1−nr , since 3≠p . On the other hand ≤− )9(2nB )9(nB  by 

[23]. So by Lemma 2.4, KG /   contains a Frobenius subgroup of the form 3
2/)4)(3( :9 −

−−
n

nn r  and p ~ 3−nr . 
Since p ~ 1−nr  and p ~ 3−nr , so }3,2,1{∈l  and }13,7,5,2{∈p . 

        Let 7=p . By [23], ≤)9(2
nD )9(nB  and by Lemma 2.4, )9(2

nD  contains a Frobenius subgroup 

of the form 22
22 :9 −

−
n

n r . We know that 7  is not adjacent to 22 −nr , since 3)9,7( =e . Therefore 7 ~ 22 −nr , 
which is a contradiction. 

If 13=p , then we get a contradiction similarly, since 3)9,13( =e . Thus K  is a }5,2{ -group. 
Let )9(nCS ≅ . We note that by Lemma 2.4, )9(nC  contains a Frobenius subgroup of the form 

2/)19(:9 −nn . In a similar way, we conclude that p ~ nr . So if n  is odd, then ln /  is an odd natural 
number, by Lemma 2.7; and if n  is even, then 2/)( nl ≤η  or ln /  is odd.  
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